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ABSTRACT
More than $500 billion of funding went to public education in 2005 to support educational
programming and instruction. At the same time, some of the most prominent, nationally-organized
private foundations have sought to influence education by using high-leverage venture philanthropy
grants. However, little research has been done to assess whether more local foundations have been
following the lead of these national foundations with regards to increasing investments through
high-leverage venture philanthropy to education. Being closer to local educational policy makers,
the local foundations have great potential influence on local education.
The purpose of this study is to analyze the philanthropic investments of local education
foundations in Tennessee in order to identify if a shift toward high-leverage investments has taken
place in their giving, as it has nationally, and, if such changes were present, to assess what models
and programs those HLVP investments supported.
This study utilized a quantitative study to collect historical documents about and survey data
from local educational foundations about their granting trends. The study was a replication of
previous national studies and focused on the top 15 private foundations giving to education in the
state of Tennessee. First, IRS 990PF filings were analyzed from the cross sectional years of 2005,
2010, and 2015, and each grant to educational initiatives was coded according to Greene’s (2005)
taxonomy of high-leverage giving. Additionally, survey data from four participating foundation
executive directors was used to triangulate with the historical documents to determine consistency
between the recorded data and the espoused data.
The key findings of the study include the following: (1) though high-leverage venture
philanthropy was steady for all of the 15 foundations studied, a “top three” foundations emerged
similar to national studies and had steadily shifted educational funding to more high-leverage
initiatives, (2) educational support directly to public educational models has dramatically reduced
vi

over the decade of study, and (3) the popular choice for giving in a high-leverage manner is to give
to external models of education which could be competing with public education.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 1993, Walter Annenberg, noted businessman and philanthropist, issued a $500 million
challenge to public education. Annenberg’s grant was, at the time, the largest philanthropic
investment ever to be made to public education. He is noted for stating that though the whole
world wanted to attend our universities, the sentiment was not the same for our K-12 public
schools. The Annenberg Challenge allowed local educational collectives the opportunity to
submit grant requests for programs to strengthen their systems. Little guidance was offered by
Annenberg as to what types of programs should be funded. Through 2001, the funds were
invested in public school reforms across the nation with few results (Colvin, 2005; Hess, 2005).
Of the programs funded, none continued beyond the grant cycle or managed to reform the
systems they served for the better (Colvin, 2005). In 2002, by the end of the Annenberg
Challenge, Greene (2005) concluded, based on this and earlier philanthropic efforts, that the role
of philanthropy in public education was akin to casting “buckets into the sea” (p.49), and had not
been exerting much leverage on educational policy change. Indeed, he argued that little
influence or change had come from the billions invested to improve education because such
funding was invested into low-leverage activities to enhance existing programs and models.
Aware of the failure of the Annenberg Challenge to stimulate true reform, some
philanthropists began changing the way they invested in education by trying to influence policy
at the highest levels rather than focusing on individual system reform. This targeted leveraging
has become known as high-leverage venture philanthropy (HLVP), and identifies the effects of
such change. Most notable have been the efforts of Bill Gates, founder of the Gates Foundation
who, by 2011, had invested $373 million in public education reform at the national level,
1

becoming the driving financier behind the push for national educational standards known as
Common Core State Standards (Dillon, 2011). According to Loveless (2012), the process of
implementing a national set of standards, though plagued with ambiguity, was clearly a strategy
for leveraging Gates’s priorities for education into public educational policy. By 2014,
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) had been adopted by 45 states and were redefining the
material and assessments being utilized by teachers in K-12 classrooms (Strauss, 2013). In the
2014 State of the Union Address, United States President Barack Obama acknowledged this
private, philanthropic leverage, and stated his intent to bring public officials, business leaders,
and philanthropists to the table to explore the continued reform of public education (Reckhow &
Snyder, 2014). The effectiveness of Gates’ approach had not previously been seen; that is, using
HLVP to play a pivotal role in shaping the landscape of public educational policy (Anderson,
2010; Hassel & Way, 2005; Hess, 2005; and Lenkowsky, 2005). How could Gates achieve such
a powerful influence on educational policy less than 10 years after the failure of Annenberg?
Reflecting on the Annenberg approach, Greene (2005) and Hess (2005) both note that
this approach was typical of low-leverage, philanthropic behavior which had little lasting impact
on schools or school systems. In contrast, Gates and other post-Annenberg philanthropists
shifted toward investing in more high-leverage activities. With Common Core State Standards,
for example, Husock (2014) notes that Gates spent more than $200 million not only to develop
the standards but to also garner political support through nationwide advocacy. Following
Gates’ lead, Reckhow and Snyder (2014) found that from 2000 to 2010, foundations increased
their high-leverage investments, almost doubling the dollars they invested in policy advocacy
and research. Most notably, research and pilots for alternative models of education, in particular,
school choice, became a popular HLVP investment (Hassel & Way, 2005).
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This rapid change toward HLVP investments by philanthropists was not confined to the
Gates Foundation. The Gates Foundation was joined by the Walton and Broad Foundations in
HLVP, commanding more than 95% of all philanthropic investments directed toward educational
reform (Hassel & Way, 2005). Farris and Harmssen (2009) reported that of 19 national
foundations they studied, all were making financial investments through HLVP to impact local
jurisdictional educational policy. They note that the most popular reforms were ones that created
alternative forms of education external to existing public school systems, a finding also made by
Hassel and Way (2005). As noted by Greene (2005), these measures in external models to
influence the policy process through leverage is central to purpose of HLVP. Frumkin (2005)
called this type of interference in local jurisdictions “noise” and notes that it occurs when
multiple players seek to affect change or influence on local schools via the political process.
Hassett and Katzir (2005) noted that this noise from HLVP had already created frustration
among local educational leaders, who felt forced to adopt policies and undertake activities that
are outside their desired instructional processes. Further, Bulkley and Burch (2001) suggested
that HLVP can create noise for educators by affecting how school districts interpret academic
data through influencing what data is collected by systems. This is done through the data
requirements often tied to philanthropic gifts and funding. They note that “we can see that
(philanthropy’s) role is shifting to becoming central to the overall strategies that districts are
taking to improve schools” (p. 242). They also noted that “it is critical that researchers and
policymakers pay greater attention to the practices and impact of private actors in public
education” (p. 248).
In Tennessee alone, $1.8 million of Gates’ funds were invested with the State
Collaborative On Reforming Education (SCORE) for the sole purpose of policy advocacy for the
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implementation of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) (Strauss, 2013). With similar
campaigns in other states, researchers with the Thomas B. Fordham Institute noted that Common
Core alignment via textbooks, assessments, and professional development for implementing
mathematics and English standards would cost states an additional $1.2 to $3.9 billion, an
amount far in excess of the HLVP investments that initiated the change (McNamara, Murphy, &
Regenstein, 2012). Strauss (2013) found that aside from the monetary costs, the CCSS reforms
required increased professional development and student assessment, adversely affecting
instructional time in the classroom. Nonetheless, nationally-organized foundations have been
directly influencing educational policy and implementation at both national and local
jurisdictional levels.
Statement of the Problem
If researchers (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014; Hassel & Way, 2005) are finding that
nationally-organized private foundations are using HLVP to fund policy changes and alternative
models of education, then what of local education foundations (LEFs), of which many are
purposed to support public education? Greene (2005) posed the same inquiry suggesting that if
nationally-organized foundations like Gates have shifted their “buckets into the sea” toward
HLVP with increased results, are LEFs following suit? Are they following the trend of national,
private foundations toward HLVP to influence public educational policy? If so, are they also
investing in alternative models of education? Clearly, the scope of influence from local
foundations could have a great effect on state and local policy since the vast majority of
foundations are organized at state and local jurisdictional levels (Hess, 2005). For instance, the
top 40 foundations organized in Tennessee (or LEFs) are investing more than $300 million
annually in community programs and educational systems already (Grantsmanship Center,
4

2014). These LEFs are much closer to the state policy makers and local educational board
members that are stewards of educational policy than are national philanthropies.
Currently in the literature, most of the research has been focused on the work of
nationally-organized foundations (Hess, 2005); however, it is the LEFs that are most closely
positioned to the primary policy makers and implementers that sit in state legislatures and on
local school boards. Little research has been done on the giving trends of LEFs and their effect
on educational policy. Given the impact of HLVPs on education by national organizations, it is
important to consider the impact on education of the state-based LEFs in order to build a broader
understanding of the impact of philanthropy on education policy and practice. As was noted by
Hess (2005), Reckhow and Snyder (2014), and what was shared with me in communication with
Reckhow, little has been done to understand the actions of the local foundations who are closer
to the local jurisdictions in which national foundations seek to challenge. Little is known of
whether or not these local foundations are behaving similarly to their national peers.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to analyze the philanthropic investments of local education
foundations (LEFs) in Tennessee to identify whether a shift in investments toward HLVP design
to influence educational policy has taken place and, if such changes are present, to assess
whether those investments are trending toward the preference for funding of models external to
existing public models of education policy and practice. In other words, are LEFs increasing
HLVP investments and, if so, are they using them to fund initiatives that compete with public
education?
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Research Questions
The questions guiding this study are:
1. Over the past 10 years, to what extent have LEFs in Tennessee shifted funding toward
HLVP?
2. What models of education are being funded/supported by the investments of LEFs in
Tennessee?
Significance of Study
As with previous research on the national level, answering these questions will help
provide insight into the overall impact of foundations on education policy and practice. To date,
the existing research has focused predominately on the reform efforts of HLVP by the nation’s
largest foundations, specifically Gates, Walton, Broad, Carnegie, and Kellogg. Researchers of
this phenomenon have considered how HLVP investments are shaping educational policy, but
have not looked at the activities and impact of local foundations on education at more local
levels. By studying these LEFs, the study will fill a gap in the existing research and provide
insight into LEFs’ investment activities and targeted reforms. As Bulkley and Birch (2011)
asserted, “it is critical that researchers and policymakers pay greater attention to the practices and
impact of private actors in public education” (p. 248). In doing so, researchers and policy
makers could better understand with whom to engage in order to contribute to such policy
making and educational program creation. Further, by understanding the investment activities
and impact of LEFs, local educators can better target potential LEF influencers with educational
communication and lobbying. The current literature is heavily focused on what national
foundations are doing in an attempt to influence educational policy and this study follows a
similar path of inquiry. Since Reckhow and Snyder (2014) noted that great attention has been
6

focused on jurisdictional challengers by national foundations, this study will help fill the present
gap in the literature with regards to foundations operating at the local levels within those local
jurisdictions.
Definition of Terms
To clearly understand the activities associated with the fields of philanthropy and to
clearly delineate the types of activities that are being studied, I have provided definitions of the
terms used in the study.
1. “Venture philanthropy” is defined as the process of engaging in investing private
monies into systems or organizations in order to affect influence upon the policies
and practices of those systems or organizations (LaFrance & Latham, 2008). The
concept applies principles of venture capitalism to the field of social service by
placing influence on high impact insertions of support, typically monetary.
2. “High-leverage” describes investment activities that have great influence on the use
and/or allocation of other resources and investments, specifically the use of private
donations to affect the directional use of tax dollars in public education (Greene,
2005). For this study, I focus exclusively on investments in external models,
advocacy for changes in public educational policy, and research and development, the
most researched areas of high-leverage investment.
3. “Low-leverage” activities are investment activities that provide a passing service but
no long term impact on policy or reform (Greene, 2005).
4. The term “foundation” is defined as a private institution that manages wealth for the
benefit of others (Bacchetti, Ehrlich, & Sulman, 2007). The term “foundation
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executive” is used in this study to describe that managing chief executive officers,
presidents, or directors of a foundation.
5. A “Form 990-PF” is a filing report issued to the IRS on behalf of legally-organized
nonprofits for the purpose of disclosing financial contributions, grants, and
expenditures. These forms display the cash flow activities of the entity in Part XV of
the report (Guidestar, 2013)
6.

“School Officials” refers to elected or politically appointed leadership of local school
jurisdictions. For this study, it will refer to school superintendents or directors or
school board chairman who directly set policy.

7. “Educators” are school personnel who are providing instruction, instructional support,
or management functions for a school or school system.
8. “Local Education Foundations” or “LEFs” are foundations that are organized at the
state and local jurisdictional levels. They are characterized by being lawfully
registered in the state in which they reside while also focusing the majority of their
grant funding within the state or region of location.
Organization of the Study
Chapter one introduced the concept of HLVP and established the need for the study. It
also indentified the purpose of the study and the research questions guiding it. Chapter two
provides a critical review of the literature and an explanation of the proposed theoretical
framework. Chapter three outlines the methods and procedures to be used in the conduct of the
study. Chapter four will present the findings of the study and chapter five will review the
conduct of the study, summarize the findings, discuss the findings, and make recommendations
for future research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This chapter provides a critical review of literature and research foundational to this
study and will cover the history of philanthropic involvement in education and the emergence of
high-leverage activities by nationally-organized foundations. In addition, a review of the
existing research will be presented that outlines the history of philanthropy in education and the
evolution of HLVP.
Hess (2005) compiled a summary of publications entitled With the Best of Intentions:
How Philanthropy is Reshaping K-12 Education, one of the most comprehensive reviews of
literature concerning philanthropic influence on education to date. He noted that although
philanthropic foundations had been seeking to influence education for over 100 years, when he
began in the early 2000s, he was surprised at how little research existed on philanthropy in
education. His work and the references provided were a starting point for my review.
In researching databases for the literature review, I used the key words and phrases of
educational foundation, venture philanthropy, philanthropy in education, public education
philanthropy, public fundraising, social entrepreneurship, venture capitalism in education, highleverage philanthropy, altruism in education, philanthropic leveraging, and education reform.
These searches produced a number of articles that addressed the broader fields of public
educational finance and private investments in education. Beginning with these articles, I
identified popularly cited references that produced articles and publications that were commonly
recognized in the field of study. Through this process, I identified the names of researchers who
were often cited, particularly by Hess (2005), and known for their expertise in the field of
venture philanthropy and education.
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Private Philanthropy’s Impact on Education
Private, philanthropic support in education originated almost in stride with the formation
of public educational systems. In Grossman’s (1999) review of the history of private support in
education, he notes that until the mid 18th century, most schools were still run by private
religious organizations. The prevalence of private educational control eventually led state
legislatures to begin seizing control of local educational systems and funding them with public
tax dollars to centralize the varying private models that often split along religious and
denominational lines. To maintain some influence on educational systems, private organizations
and philanthropists were forced to shift support to help public educational systems build new
schools, develop curriculum, and conduct research to support policy and system changes
(Colvin, 2005). Much of this help came in new areas of need rather than in support of existing
school systems. For example, private support through religious philanthropy was responsible
for the expansion of educational systems to freed slaves in the southern United States
(Lenkowsy, 2005). The Peabody Educational Fund and General Educational Board, both
foundations that were formed to address educational needs, established the first black schools
post-Civil War, a measure neglected by government and seen as an area of influence on social
engineering by those private entities (Lenkowsky, 2005).
By the turn of the 20th century, many private philanthropists and foundations saw private
funding as a means to affect social change through influencing educational policy (Reckhow &
Snyder, 2014). Business mogul Andrew Carnegie, and his Carnegie Foundation, made the most
notable, targeted efforts to influence educational research and policy in the early 1990s. The
Carnegie Foundation’s research paper An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem in Modern
Democracy published in 1944, which addressed the plight of education for black students in
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public education became a staple citation in the Supreme Court Decision Brown vs. The Board of
Education (Lenkowsy, 2005). It published An American Dream of 1946 in an attempt to reform
southern schools through educational research by Carnegie fellows on the condition of southern
systems (Grossman, 1999). Philanthropically funded efforts like these influenced policy
changes in education into the 1960s. One of the most notable influences came from the Carnegie
Foundation’s 10 –year study undertaken by The Advancement of Teaching, assessing students
on their individual progress. The inconsistency of student performance that was found led to the
sweeping acceptance of academic standards and the subsequent creation of standardized testing
to assess student achievement (Lenkowsky, 2005).
As private support for educational systems grew, so did the amount of tax dollars
allocated to public education. By the year 2005, public spending for education had reached $500
billion per year, an amount that eclipsed even the most generous estimate for private giving
(Anderson, 2010). According to Colvin (2005) and Hess (2005), most estimates attributed
0.001% of total funding to education from private support. As Reckhow and Snyder (2014)
noted, the largest funder of grants was the federal government. Additionally, private foundations
and philanthropists had seen increasing regulation and limitations on how they could engage the
educational policy process. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 impeded private funders from
garnering financial control of public systems along with preventing private foundations from
engaging in political lobbying (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014). Simultaneously, newer players
emerged and engaged in educational philanthropy. The Gates, Walton, and Broad Foundations,
for example, engaged in education with greater intent to catalyze reforms, having learned from
the previous successes and mistakes of those who had come before them.
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For these new players, the failures previously noted with the Annenberg Challenge led
them to hesitate about investing money directly into existing, public, educational systems
(Reckhow & Snyder, 2014). Rather, Gates and his contemporaries sought to build on the highleverage success of Carnegie by investing in alternative models of education, research, and
policy, activities that Greene (2005) frames as HLVP. Similar to the strategic nature of
Carnegie’s philanthropic insertion of HLVP funding, the new players determined that such
funding could not only lead to reform but also steer greater pots of public dollars toward those
reforms (Greene, 2005; Hess, 2005).
Carnegie and his emerging contemporary, Eli Broad, started experimenting with funding
initiatives that were external to existing public education. Although the Carnegie Foundation
continued to research and publish articles aimed at reforming education, they also began efforts
to leverage human capital by creating “normal schools” which were institutions directed to
transforming teaching into a profession with specific training (Colvin, 2005). These schools
affected how and what teachers were teaching and constituted one of the first external models of
professional development for educators thereby setting standards for the preparation of teachers
(Lenkowsky, 2005). Similarly, the Broad Foundation once sought to invest in exemplary
existing models of educational mentorship created and operated by public educational systems.
After a national search for such programs had gone on for months, Broad concluded that no
model of educational mentorship existed in public or private education, so the foundation sought
to develop its own external model using HLVP methods of funding research and setting external
standards (Colvin, 2005). In 1967, Carnegie also turned outside of existing educational systems
in an attempt to influence early childhood development. The Carnegie Foundation launched the
Children’s Television Workshop, which led to the first televised curriculum-oriented programs,
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most notably Sesame Street, a program that has been credited for helping set the standard for
early childhood learning (Colvin, 2005).
As examples of funding educational initiatives outside of the public educational arena
became more common, a new generation of philanthropists formed private foundations and
began seeking to use these high-leverage approaches to gain their own influence (Frumkin,
2000). Coupled with the trend toward HLVP funding was the increasing criticism of existing
systems and the bureaucracy that supported them by Gates and his contemporaries (Hess, 2005;
Reckhow & Snyder, 2014).
Giving to education, both to public education and external programs, still accounts for
more than 25% of what foundations are contributing (Hess, 2005). In fact, other than religious
giving, educational contributions are the largest arena of giving (Lenkowsky, 2005).
Nevertheless, to date, the literature about venture philanthropy and its influence on education is
minimal (Scott, 2009).
Jabbar & Scott (2014) conducted a three-year study (2011-2014) of foundations giving
to other organizations and found that they developed great influence over the policies of the
educational and noneducational organizations they were funding. The scope of giving by Gates
has evidenced the level of influence. Gates alone has invested close to $500 million in
educationally-related activities, since 2000, making him the most aggressive of donors seeking to
influence educational policy and practice (Anderson, 2010). In fact, by 2005, Gates, Walton, and
Broad combined made up 95% of all philanthropic giving to education from the Top 30 national
foundations (Hess, 2005). It should be noted, however, that only about 20% of these
philanthropic activities were considered HLVP (Greene, 2005). However Reckhow and Snyder
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(2014) found that of those giving to HLVP, their support was increasing 23% faster than other
foundations.
Gates began his HLVP investments by funding internal models for improving high school
graduation rates, specifically the allotment of funds to local educational discretion. Most
researchers have concluded that little improvement was seen in graduation rates for students
attending these schools (Hess 2005; Lenkowsky, 2005). Noting this failure in improving public
high school graduation rates, Gates began shifting funding external models by investing in
school choice and teacher professional development. Specifically, his investments in charter
schools were successfully leveraged to steer public funding toward the initiative (Lenkowsky,
2005). By 2005, 95% of all private educational funding was coming from just two foundations,
Gates and Walton, with Walton accounting for 75% of funding to charter schools and voucher
programs (Hassel & Way, 2005). Hassel and Way (2005) analyzed giving data from the 50
largest nationally-organized foundations giving to programs of school choice, including
alternative schools, vouchers, and charter schools. They processed the data in two ways, with
and without Gates and Walton included in the analysis. In both cases they discovered that even
though only 5% of total foundation giving was directed to school choice, the trend toward choice
participation had increased significantly. Although the number of public school attendees had
only grown 4% from 1993 to 2003, the number of students utilizing choice programs had risen
45%, with programs expanding to 40 states from just two in the previous decade. Using market
data triangulated with response surveys from those foundations, the total investment by
foundations in school choice and private options for education increased to 36% of total giving
by those foundations (Hassel & Way, 2005).
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Another external system that has attracted foundation HLVP-support is charter schools,
systems in which school operations and models can deviate from typical public school models.
Scott (2009) conducted a sociopolitical descriptive analysis of historical documents and internal
foundation documents concerning HLVP investments in charter schools. Scott’s findings
revealed that many philanthropically-supported charter systems were developing such as Green
Dot Public Schools in Los Angeles, the Knowledge Is Power Program (KIPP) network, and
Uncommon Schools in the northeast. At the same time, foundations were also investing in HLVP
advocacy through the National Alliance for Public Charter Schools, the Center for Education
Reform (CER), the Black Alliance for Educational Options, and the Hispanic Council for
Reform and Educational Options. Scott’s findings supported Greene’s (2005) framework that, in
general, investments in advocacy, think tanks, research institutions, and individual schools were
the hallmark of a high-leverage position. Additionally, Scott (2009) found that HLVP
foundations were deviating from traditional request-for-proposal (RFP) models of soliciting
support and replacing them with targeted unsolicited funds. In other words, foundations were
choosing to whom they would award funding without a formal request for funding. This allowed
foundations to dictate what was to be funded rather than simply saying “yes” or “no” to a
request. Scott cautioned educators to better understand the investments and patterns of HLVP
foundations as they were seeking not only to challenge existing systems, but the long-standing
notions of control and leadership as well. In other words, HLVP foundations were positioning
themselves as stewards of educational expertise and innovative program development.
As foundations garnered more leverage, their moves to assert influence over policies
became more deliberate. Ferris and Harmssen (2008) interviewed executives of the 20 largest
federal foundations engaged in education policy and school reform at state and district levels.
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They found that these foundations utilized HLVP-oriented tools of research and external projects
as the best means of affecting change in school systems and that these investments were
deliberate in who and what they targeted. Following up with a similar study a year later, Ferris
and Harmssen (2009) interviewed most of the same executives of federal foundations engaging
in educational policy and school reform. They found that all but one foundation had already
made the move toward HLVP advocacy initiatives and that three-fourths of them were using
HLVP strategies to support research and targeted areas of public policy.
Constantino (2003), in a case study of the actions of the Chicago Community Trust on the
lack of art instruction in public schools, found that advocacy though philanthropy affected
change in public policy at least in this case. Though her findings did not reveal any increased
public allocation to follow the HLVP investments in art education, the investments in policy
advocacy did lead to the adoption of state and local standards for the arts.
In a similar case study, LaFrance and Latham (2008) followed the HLVP investments of
the Silicon Valley Community Foundation made to educational programs and policy advocacy.
Within the study was an analysis of the Raising a Reader program. The program, designed to
teach parents how to read to their children, grew rapidly from 12 care centers in California to 175
communities in 33 states in just 8 years. Though the LaFrance and Latham (2008) and
Constantino (2003) studies share findings from what might be considered LEFs, the studies were
narrowly focused and provided little generalizable data for understanding broader LEF trends
toward HLVP in education.
Reckhow and Snyder’s (2014) longitudinal study of the nation’s top 15 foundations is the
model that is being used for this study. In their review of federal financial documents, otherwise
known as 990-PFs, those foundations which had traditionally topped the list of educational
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givers were being replaced by newly established ones. When the financial documents of the
body of 15 were analyzed at cross sectional periods, 2000, 2005, and 2010, a trend toward
increased HLVP funding for advocacy was evident. Indeed, while the overall investments
toward education from foundations grew 4% over the times periods, the increase in funding
toward external models and advocacy grew at a pace 23% faster than total giving, resulting in
HLVPs quickly comprising a greater portion of the giving portfolio. Additionally, funding for
traditional school systems had experienced a 10-year decline from 16% of the total funding from
foundations to 8%. This cut in half was accompanied by a rise in charter school funding from
3% in 2000 to 16% by 2010. In the same period in which there was decreasing support for public
schools from state legislatures and state boards of education, investments by those challenging
traditional systems were increasing.
One of the most recent developments in federal policy that was influenced by HLVP was
the development of the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Gates was integral in the
development of CCSS, an initiative that has met with considerable controversy from local
educators and parents, (Reckhow & Snyder, 2014), and even rejection of Common Core
implementation by some states.
Condition of Education in Tennessee
One such state is Tennessee, the site I have chosen for this study. After years of debate
and implementation of CCSS and its associated testing, the state rejected complete
implementation and cancelled portions of the state TN Ready exam midyear (Gonazales, 2016).
This is not the first occasion that philanthropically-backed initiatives have sought to impact
educational policy in the state of Tennessee. In the aftermath of No Child Left Behind,
Tennessee became one of the few states that received federal funds steered by philanthropic
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catalyzation from the Gates Foundation. The funds, known as Race To The Top, were used to
reform a number of educational policies such as testing changes and created some friction for
local educators. But even as federal funders invested funds into Tennessee educational reform,
Tennessee’s LEFs contributed much more toward education in the same cycle. This multilevel
activity in educational philanthropy makes Tennessee an opportune study site. According to the
Foundation Center (2013), the top 30 private foundations organized in Tennessee are
contributing $277 million annually in grants to influence policy and practice in the state. The
proportion of educational grants to all grants in Tennessee is similar to the national reports of
roughly 3.2% of total grant-funding, which means that approximately $9 million in annual
foundation funding from Tennessee foundations is going to educational policy and practice. This
$9 million represents 0.001% of the total support to education from all sources, including tax
dollars, which account for roughly $9 billion annually (Tennessee Department of Education,
2015). This state ratio is a representative microcosm of the national philanthropic environment.
With respect to how this funding is being used, however, while current researchers have
identified the growing HLVP trend and funding support for external models from national
foundations, can the same be said of the state microcosm of LEFs? Are these LEFs like those in
Tennessee seeing an increase in HLVP investing and are they funding external educational
initiatives rather than granting funds to public educational systems? Are these LEFs seeking to
influence educational policy in their jurisdictional backyard like their nationally-organized peers
have been? Since most educational allocations and policies are determined and implemented at
the state and local level, LEFs would seem to be in closer proximity to the policy makers that
closely steward public educational systems, and might have an even greater influence through
their philanthropy than national foundations. However, according to Hess (2005), we know very
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little about the behavior of these foundations at the local level. This study seeks to address the
missing understanding of the work of these LEFs in Tennessee, a state whose overall educational
environment has drawn the attention of both local and national foundations in recent years.
Greene (2005) proposed a conceptual framework for understanding what he calls
“venture philanthropy” or the process of making philanthropic investments for the purpose of
affecting change. The study from which his conceptual framework was developed analyzed the
philanthropic giving of the 30 largest national foundations in relation to a survey of the 100
largest school districts across the nation. According to Greene (2005), much as was seen with
Annenberg, low-leverage philanthropic investments were akin to casting “bucket into a sea” (p.
49), or offering little impact on the greater wealth of public funding coming to public education.
Rather, Greene asserted that in order for philanthropists to affect change, they must invest in
initiatives that in some way alter or shift how the greater pot of public funding is spent on
education. He created a taxonomy of philanthropic investments relative to their effective
leverage on public educational policy. In this taxonomy, Greene identified funding of external
educational models and systems, funding policy advocacy, and the funding of research and
development as the most consistent investment areas in which a high amount of leverage on
educational policy and practice is found.
Greene (2005) provided the first framework to introspectively look at which investment
activities worked and which did not. He provided evidenced-based delineation of what
investments generate the greatest influence on policy, termed “high-leverage,” and which had
little to no influence, termed “low-leverage.” Greene’s framework provides more than just a
definition of HLVP, but also a clear structure of the financial behaviors and categories of interest
that undergird it. It is widely accepted and has been cited by more than two dozen others as a
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means of differentiating among philanthropic investments and how they influence educational
policies and systems. While Greene’s framework has been used in national studies of the
behavior of foundations (Hassel & Way, 2005; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014) it has not been used in
research at more localized levels (Hess, 2005). For this study, Greene’s taxonomy of
philanthropic investments to education will be used to code and identify investments that meet
his definitions of HLVP in order to assess if, at the local level, they carry the same degree of
influence Greene found in national foundations.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to analyze the philanthropic investments of Tennesseebased, local education foundations (LEFs), to identify any changes in investment trends toward
HLVP activities, and to assess the presence of support, if any, for educational initiatives outside
of public education systems.
The research questions guiding the study included:
3. Over the past 10 years, to what extent have Tennessee-based LEFs shifted funding
toward HLVP? (RQ1)
4. What models of education are being funded/supported by the investments of LEFs?
(RQ2)
Research Design
This study used a quantitative study design to examine the educational philanthropic
activities of the 15 largest LEFs organized in Tennessee. This study, though not purely a case
study, uses elements of case study as defined by Merriam (2009) and Yin (2009) and utilized by
Reckhow and Snyder (2014) and Hassel and Way (2005). It has characteristics of case study in
that it is bound, citing only the top 15 LEFs and it is limited in the time frames of 2005-2015. I
chose this design because it replicates, at the local level, the approach used by pioneering
researchers in the field (Green, 2005; Hassel & Way, 2005; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014; and Scott,
2009) to assess the HLVP presence and activities of nationally-organized foundations. I chose
this type of study model because the aforementioned national studies that this study is being
compared to were such. The framework developed by Greene (2005) in describing areas of
HLVP is used to answer the research questions.
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To better visualize the flow of data collection and research, Figure 1 has been provided.
It outlines the principle investigators approach to how the research questions were selected, how
the framework of understanding by Greene (2005) has been applied, how the process builds upon
and utilizes existing studies, how the data will be ascertained, how the data will be analyzed, and
how that analysis will help contribute to the understanding of philanthropic funding in education.
Site
The state of Tennessee was chosen as the site for the study for three reasons. First, when
considering the ratio of private giving to public support for education, it closely mirrors that of
the national environment, having state-focused foundations operating alongside of state-operated
educational systems. Secondly, it has recently been involved in reforming educational policy
affected by external activities through Race To The Top and the implementation of Common
Core State Standards (Heitin, 2011; McGuinn, 2011). These reformative measures have
generated considerable debate around education which has drawn the attention of foundations
both nationally and locally leaving a visible opportunity for those seeking policy change. Third,
it is the state in which the principal investigator resides thus creating easier access to data
through familiar gate keepers and reports.
According to the Foundation Center (2013), Tennessee has 1185 legally organized
foundations that are registered with the Internal Revenue Service. As noted in the review of
literature, the overwhelming majority of private HLVP are conducted by the 15 foundations,
with the majority of that support coming from the top 3 foundations. Therefore, in conducting
this study, using the statistics provided by the Foundation Center (2010), the top 15 foundation
givers to K-12 education in the state of Tennessee were identified as the population for this
study.
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Figure 1: Flow Chart of Research Process
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Sources of Data
The first source of data were the historical documents filed with the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS), that is 990-PFs, which delineate the giving activity of the selected foundations
from the cross sectional years of 2005, 2010, and 2015. These documents clearly identify the
grant making activities of the foundations and provide data as to the recipients of foundation
support, in what amounts and for what purposes.
The second source of data was a questionnaire administered to the managing executives
of the selected 15 foundations (Appendix A). The questionnaire used was borrowed from the one
used by Hassel and Way (2005) to study the investment activities of national foundations and
adheres to the theoretical framework of HLVP giving outlined by Greene (2005) chosen for the
national study and widely used in studies of foundation giving. This instrument (Appendix B)
inquired about all HLVP activities of the foundations and was not limited to school choice
measures as was the focus of Hassel and Way’s (2005) survey of the top 30 national
philanthropic foundations giving to public education in 2004. As in the original survey, the
foundation leaders were asked of the areas in which they were investing, in what amounts, how
much of their total portfolio was dedicated to each area, how the level of investment had grown
over time, and what they anticipated would be the level of investment in these areas in future
years. These questions were asked for the period years covered by the historical documents.
Permission for use and modification of the original survey (Appendix B) was received from the
creator, Brian Hassel on June 8, 2012 (Appendix C).
Procedures and Data Collection
The first step in the process involved securing IRB approval from the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville for permission to conduct the study. Once that was received, the 990PFs
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for each of the 15 foundations chosen for study will be collected from the IRS online database,
and reviewed using cross-sections from the years 2005, 2010, and 2015. As was done in studies
by Hassel and Way (2005) & Reckhow and Snyder (2014), to identify periodic expansion or
contraction of giving toward areas of HLVP.
Unfortunately only four questionnaires were completed by LEF managing executives and
returned. If participation in the survey had been higher, it could have provided additional insight
into the future intentions of the LEFs and could have offered clearer insight into whether their
giving behaviors were part of an aggressive strategy or more passively responsive. Data are
archived and stored along with the 990-PFs. These 990PF documents are open source
documents; however, the principal investigator keeps these in a locked file at his home located at
170 Fernwood Dr. NE, Cleveland, TN 37323. There was no maintenance of digital records. All
records, including emails, were deleted once printed. Once the sources were analyzed, they were
locked in a security safe at the home of the principle investigator and will be for 3 years after the
successful defense of the dissertation, after which they will be incinerated via a professional
document destruction service.
Analysis of Data
I used the available Form 990-PFs archived by the IRS and Foundation Center and
collected the allocations in Part XV from filings from years 2005, 2010, and 2015 filed in Form
990-PFs by each selected institution, and identify the portions of the investment portfolio that are
being contributed to the field of education and specifically in HLVP, as defined by Greene
(2005). Using the IRS Form 990-PFs of the 15 largest contributing foundations, the reported
activities of those foundations were identified and coded into areas of investment by HLVP as
defined by Greene’s taxonomy (Greene, 2005) and supported by Reckhow and Snyder (2014).
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These areas are where money is given. These coded areas are:
x

research and development (HLVP);

x

alternative models (HLVP);

x

policy advocacy (HLVP);

x

mini-grants to schools/classrooms (low-leverage);

x

contributions to school-originated programs (low-leverage);

x

contributions to capital projects (low-leverage); and,

x

indiscriminate or miscellaneous awards (low-leverage).

The degree of philanthropic contribution to each category was identified and a description of the
types of invested activities that comprise each category provided. The aggregate value of
investments in each area provided insight into the total amount of HLVP investment compared to
low-leverage investments as well as longitudinal changes in percentages of the philanthropic
portfolio being dedicated to HLVP.
The responses to the questionnaire (Appendix A) were tallied in terms of the support
noted by the respondent. Then the responses were coded in terms of Greene’s (2005) HLVP
taxonomy to assess the espoused area of giving. This information was triangulated with the
990PF data for validity by comparing the consistency in what was reported in historical
documents and what foundation executives reported. This data will help uncover if, as a group,
the respondents are accurately self-aware and intentional with any moves to increasing HLVP
investments.
The responses from survey questions one, two, and three that address amounts and areas of
funding were compared with the analysis of the IRS 990-PF forms to develop a profile of each
foundation’s HLVP giving portfolio and will provide an answer to RQ1. Survey questions four,
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five, and six which are related to the foundations’ intentions, both in awareness and planning, to
engage in HLVP for specific purposes thus establishing if HLVP is funding went to external
models. The responses from questions 4, 5, and 6 will be coded into the following categories:
x

increased in HLVP and funding external models;

x

no HLVP;

x

decreased in HLVP but funding external models;

x

increased in HVLP but not funding external models,

x

decreased in HLVP and not funding external models.
The comparison of respondent coded data from the questionnaire along with the historical

document review provided a snapshot of which areas of HLVP and low-leverage grants, if any,
were receiving the most contributions and if those contribution are expanding or contracting,
thus providing answers to RQ2. This data about the types of activities and the increase/decrease
in funding taken at each yearly snapshot of 2005, 2010, and 2015 also answered which specific
areas of HLVP, if any, were expanding and contracting.
The data is presented in narrative and chart form for understanding of what the sample
reported both in each assesses year and over time.
Delimitations of the Study
This study is delimited to the top 15 foundations organized and awarding funds to public
education in the state of Tennessee. Thus, the findings may not be generalized to or be reflective
of the philanthropic culture in other states or the giving to education by the other foundations in
the state.
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Limitations of the Study
The private nature of foundations limits access to decisions and comprehensive financial
documents, and thus this study is delimited to publicly available federal financial filings and
voluntary responses by foundation executives. This limits the study in that the principal
investigator is restricted to using self-reported data, both in the questionnaire and 990PFs, and
thus to specific expenses incurred by the grantees in using the granted funds. In other words, we
only know to whom the funds were granted and for what general purpose and not the specific
recipients of money spent during the funded programs.
Trustworthiness and Dependability
The survey data collected from the four responding LEFs were triangulated with the data
from their IRS 990PFs to provide support for the giving trends identified therein.
Personal Statement of Potential Bias
The principal investigator has been working in nonprofit philanthropy for several
institutions and organizations since 2000 and has served as a director of an educational
foundation that provided funding at a specific institution of higher education. The principal
investigator has worked closely with foundations that offer grant funding to various public and
private nonprofits, including institutions of public education. This experience has provided an
intimate understanding of the decision-making and investment activities of typical foundations
and how the systems function.
In addition, the principle investigator has served in local government. This position
allowed for the collaboration and oversight of more than $75 million in public educational
spending and the creation and implementation of public policy related to public education at the
local level. With experience in both fields of service, the principle investigator brings to this
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study an insightful understanding of the interaction and policy engagement between private
foundations and public education. To the contrary, the principle investigator’s experience also
brings the threat of bias due to previous experiences with private funding influencing educational
policy. The design of the study and use of tools from previous researchers with differing
professional backgrounds was an intentional decision to limit the inadvertent interjection of
researcher bias in interpretation of data.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to analyze the philanthropic investments of Tennesseebased, LEFs, to identify any changes in investment trends toward HLVP activities, and assess the
presence of support, if any, for educational initiatives outside of public education systems.
The research questions include:
1. Over the past 10 years, to what extent have LEFs in Tennessee shifted funding toward
HLVP? (RQ1)
2. What models of education are being funded/supported by the investments of LEFs in
Tennessee? (RQ2)
The findings of the study are presented in this chapter. Following a description of the
LEFs chosen for the study and a summary of the aggregate data collected from these LEFs, the
findings are presented in terms of the research questions.
LEF Participants
In accordance with the research design and the study whose methods were replicated, a
total of 15 LEFs were selected. These LEFs represented the top 15 privately organized LEFs in
Tennessee that were contributing to educational models and programs per data collected in 2015,
the most recent year studied. Each of these LEFs had appropriately filed IRS 990-PF financial
documents and none were excluded from the study due to lack of availability of the public data.
Of the 15 foundations’ executive directors, 9 declined to participate in the survey, and 2 who had
agreed to participate did not complete the entire survey in response timeframe allotted. Despite
this low response, the Big Three foundations identified in the study did respond to the survey
which provided some additional insight.
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Greene’s (2005) taxonomy of HLVP giving was used to categorize the data as planned.
It was found to provide a successful method of coding giving data. His descriptions and
categories were easily matched to the gifts seen from the 15 foundations.
LEF Giving Data
The total valuation of the collective assets of the selected foundations were
$2,192,957,700 in 2015 (Table 1). Though these LEFs had collectively seen little growth in total
assets on hand from 2005 to 2010, 2015 marked a 19.7% increase in valuation over 2010. Total
annual grants had increased to $171,280,443 from the $94,325,991 seen in 2005. Likewise,
grants to educational models and programs had increased from $16,136,030 to $25,398,998.
The top 5 LEFs’ grants accounted for 53.3% of the total giving to education.
In 2015, all LEFs were giving less than one third of their total grants to education with
some giving less than 0.1%. For most of the LEFs, this relative percentage remained somewhat
consistent from data in 2010 and 2005; however, a few LEFs had seen dramatic proportionate
decreases in the percentage of grants to education over the 10 year span while none had seen a
dramatic increase in proportionate giving. Collectively, by 2015, the full sample of 15 was
contributing 14.83% of total grants toward educational models and programs.
Research Question #1: Over the past 10 years, to what extent have Tennessee-based LEFs
shifted funding toward HLVP?
In 2005, the LEF sample was granting a little over $16 million annually to educational
models and programs. This accounted for roughly 17% of total grants given by the sample
(Figure 2). In the same cross-sectional year, over 82% of those grants to educational models and
programs were coded to be HLVP. Similarly the top 5 LEFs were granting a little more that
83% of their educational giving to HLVP models (Figure 3).
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Table 1 : Financial Position and Awards by LEF Sample
YEAR

2015

2010

2005

Total Assets

$2,192,957,700

$1,832,001,809

$1,836,158,129

Total Grants

$171,280,443

$102,913,752

$94,325,991

Total Grants to Education

$25,398,998

$9,444,877

$16,136,030

% of Giving to Education

14.83%

9.18%

17.11%

$663,760

$1,281,000

$509,334

$8,966,432

$2,910,619

$10,764,322

$3,368,690

$4,182,604

$2,050,361

Total HLVP* Grants

$12,883,890

$7,464,845

$13,324,017

Total Low-leverage Giving

$12,515,108

$1,980,032

$2,812,013

50.73%

79.04%

82.57%

Grants to HLVP* Advocacy
Grants to HLVP* External Models
Grants to HLVP Research &
Development

% of Educational Giving through
HLVP*

*HLVP stands for High-Leverage Venture Philanthropy
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Figure 2. Percentage of Total Giving By All LEFs By Area of Investment.
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Figure 3. Percentage of Total Giving to Education by Top Five Local Education Foundations to
Areas of High and Low Leverage models.
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By 2010, the LEF sample had drastically reduced total grants for educational programs to
roughly 9% of total giving or around $9.5 million; however, giving to HLVP models was
maintained at over 79% of total educational grants (Figure 2). The top 5 LEFs had increased the
proportion of HLVP giving to almost 89% of their total grants (Figure 3).
By 2015, the LEF sample recorded 14.83% of total giving to education; however, total
grants, educational and noneducational, by LEFs had increased by roughly 70% bringing total
giving to education to over $25 million. Of this giving, HLVP grants had dropped to just over
50% of the total grants awarded (Table 1 & Figure 2). However, the top 5 LEFs were still
contributing over 72% of their total educational grants in a high-leverage fashion (Figure 3).
While the total sample of LEFs saw a decrease in the proportionate percentage of total
giving to HLVP models, the total dollar amount changed little from 2005 to 2015, from $13.3
million to $12.9 million in total educational giving to HLVP models (Table 1). Additionally, the
total percentage of HLVP granting from the top 5 foundations in each cross sectional year has
been maintained since 2005, steadily accounting for around three fourths of their total
educational grants (Figure 3). These top LEFs account for the majority of educational giving
each year and as much as 89% in 2005. Three LEFs in particular, here-in referred to as the “big
three”, were among the top 5 foundations in each cross sectional year. Of these consistently top
contributors to educational grants, each of them maintained a high percentage of HLVP grants,
as seen below in Table 2, far above the average of the total sample. This finding is very much in
line with what has been discovered by nationally organized foundations in which the top players
have been increasingly active in HLVP.
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Table 2: Big Three Foundations Percentage HLVP Giving to Education
Total Educational Giving

2005

2010

2015

HLVP* Grants

87.5%

91.4%

89.1%

Low-Leverage Grants

12.5%

8.6%

10.9%

*HLVP stands for High-Leverage Venture Philanthropy.

So with respect to RQ1, the data supports that the LEFs who are contributing the most in
each year and over ten years are showing a trend toward increasing HLVP support to models and
programs.
Research Question #2: What models of education are being funded/supported by LEF
investments?
In 2005 and 2015, the data revealed that the majority of HLVP education grants went to
external models which included educational programs outside of or superimposed onto public
educational systems. Over 80% of total HLVP educational grants were made to external models
in 2005. In that same year, more than 90% of total HLVP grants by the top 5 LEFs were to
external models. The most popular grants were those to private schools and institutions with the
aggregate amount of all external model giving shown in Table 3 and the total percentage of
investment shown in Figure 4.
In 2010, HLVP grants to external models dropped to 39% of grant funds awarded (Table
3 and Figure 4). In contrast, an almost four-fold increase in funding to research and development
occurred; however, the majority of this change can be attributed to an outlying incident with one
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Table 3: Models Funded by High-Leverage Venture Philanthropy
Model
External Models*
Advocacy
Research & Development**

2005

2010

2015

$10,764,322

$2,910,619

$8,966,432

$509,334

$1,281,000

$663,760

$2,050,361

$4,182,604

$3,368,690

*External Models includes funding to alternative schools, vouchers, private schools, and other
models outside of the traditional public school.
** Research and Development includes market research, program pilots, program development,
and professional development.
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Figure 4. Percentage of High-leverage Venture Philanthropic Giving to Specific Model Areas.
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of the largest five LEFs that year. The outlying initiative was a one-time gift toward R&D of
over $2 million. A different foundation chose to temporarily redirect all grants to a selfdeveloped initiative and by 2015, it returned to their regular giving patterns. Advocacy models
saw a proportionate increase as well. Though it continued to make up the smallest percentage of
HLVP grants, advocacy giving doubled to $1.2 million. The majority of these awards were to
the State Collaborative on the Reform of Education, a group contracted by the Department of
Education to advocate and promote the Common Core State Standards.
In 2015, external models again proved to be the popular model for grants, accounting for
roughly 70% of total HLVP giving (Table 3 and Figure 4). Again, the top 5 LEFs reported 75%
of total giving to these external models (Table 4 and Figure 5). Again, grants to private schools
was the most popular grant choice. Many of these awards appeared to be repeat awards granted
annually.
Survey responses collected through Qualtrics indicated that of the four LEFs willing to
participate, all reported data consistent with the data collected from the 990-PFs and none of
them anticipated change in their granting patterns in the near future as can be seen in Figure 6.
In response to RQ2, the data supports that the majority of consistent giving to going to
external models outside the typical public educational system. Second to that, funding to R&D
and advocacy can be attributed to remote and temporary investments to key state and national
initiatives.
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Table 4: HLVP Models Funded by the Top Five Local Education Foundations
Model Area Funded
External Models*
Advocacy
Research and Development**

2005

2010

2015

$9,718,941

$1,817,937

$6,693,066

$340,500

$1,052,500

$520,000

$1,990,361

$4,055,854

$3,280,249

*External Models includes funding to alternative schools, vouchers, private schools, and other
models outside of the traditional public school.
** Research and Development includes market research, program pilots, program development,
and professional development.
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Figure 5. Percentage of High-leverage Venture Philanthropic Giving to Specific Model Areas
By The Top Five Local Education Foundations.
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Figure 6. Anticipated Giving Changes By Local Educational Foundations.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The investments of private foundations and donors to education have drawn increased
attention in the past decade due to the large sums of money invested toward educational change.
The visibility and engagement of national foundations like the Gates, Broad, and Walton
Foundations have become common place in popular educational debates because of their
targeted efforts at reform. These funders are developing and supporting initiatives seen as
transformative to educational systems. Though the scope of their private support is eclipsed by
the amount of public support for education, their support is leveraged to create the maximum
impact on educational change. While as noted by Greene (2005), these gifts are normally like
casting buckets into the sea, when given in a high-leverage manner, they can impact the greater
ocean of funding. The most prominent national foundations have been progressively moving
toward HLVP (High-leverage Venture Philanthropy) in order improve the impact of their dollars.
Much as with national foundations, more local players are engaging education and
making grants toward models and programs that align with the foundation’s desired educational
expectations. But the question of whether they were following the same national trend toward
using HLVP to advance their agendas remained unanswered. The purpose of this study was to
analyze the philanthropic investments of LEFs in one state, to identify any changes in
investments toward HLVP activities; and to assess the presence of HLVP support, if any, for
specific educational model areas.
This study reviewed the top 15 local foundations in Tennessee that were giving toward
education (LEFs). IRS 990-PF financial documents were analyzed from 2005, 2010, and 2015 to
note the amount of investments going toward HLVP and the areas of HLVP in which they were
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investing. Further, the years were compared to see if any giving trends could be identified.
Additionally, directors of the foundations were provided an opportunity to answer survey
questions to provide greater insight into any giving trends.
The research questions included:
1. Over the past 10 years, to what extent have LEFs in Tennessee shifted funding toward
HLVP?
2. What models of education are being funded/supported by the investments of LEFs in
Tennessee?
This chapter provides a summary of the findings, a discussion of the findings and their
implications, and recommendations for future research.
Summary of Findings
1. Data secured from the sample showed that, much as is seen with top national foundations,
funding to education from the top five LEFs has grown at a greater pace than total educational
giving. In other words, the top LEFs are outpacing their peers with regard to the amount of
funds being directed to education. These top foundations which engaged in HLVP giving all
increased their support to education. Their peers who were not were not utilizing HLVP
decreased and even eliminated their financial support for education. Indeed, the top three LEFs,
those who stayed in the top 5 in each study year (2005, 2010, and 2015), all increased their
HLVP investments over the past decade. These trends are consistent with that we see in the top
nationally organized foundations, specifically the three most recognized nationally the Gates,
Walton, and Broad Foundations. Thus, the top three LEFs are the most engaged and growing
and seem to mirror the presence of top players at the national level.
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2. HLVP giving by LEFs in the state were predominately to areas of external models (i.e.
private schooling, charter schooling, etc.), research and development (i.e. leadership training,
classroom reform, etc.), and advocacy (i.e. policy reform, issues awareness, etc.).
3. Giving toward external educational models (i.e. private schools, charter schools, voucher
programs, etc.) by means of HLVP was the greatest area of giving, specifically to private/charter
schools. Seven of the 15 foundations in the sample were almost exclusively granting to
private/charter schooling while 11 of the 15 were mostly granting to private/charter schooling.
Additionally, the funding of external models expanded from 2005 to 2015. In contrast, giving to
public educational systems via low-leverage grants decreased from all funders and, by 2015,
some had eliminated said funding completely.
4. The vast majority of funding by the top LEFs that did not go to external models went to
popular initiatives like Teach for America and the State Collaborative on Reforming Education
(SCORE) which seek to externally transform public education through policy changes and
professional development. These grants were typically large in nature and temporary.
Discussion and Implications of the Findings
The findings suggest that the top LEFs in the state are increasingly engaging in more
HLVP giving with a greater percentage going to educational models outside of programs
stewarded by the typical public educational system. Meanwhile, direct private funding going to
public educational systems is decreasing. In analyzing the sample of the major LEFs in
Tennessee, the deceasing support to public education and increasing support of external models
through HLVP seems indicative of a private giving culture attempting to transform, if not escape
typical models of public education. By directing their funds to measures that would provide
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alternatives to what the greater body of public monies are funding, these top LEFs are exhibiting
funding behaviors much like the top LEFs at the national level.
Although this study does not attempt to evaluate whether LEFs are effective with their
use of HLVP, the existing literature outlines many prominent instances where similar behaviors
by national foundations have proven effective in redirecting money and attention to HLVP areas.
Both nationally, and in the state of Tennessee, little goes to support the work of existing teachers
in the classroom or to reinforce existing pedagogical models. In fact, those LEFs which are
contributing directly to public education are typically using low-leverage grants to boost
programs which reinforce extracurricular activities rather than support of existing public
academic programs or policies. Any HLVP funding from LEFs to influence the classroom was
granted to external agencies which focused on altering the pool of teachers or to programs that
transformed leadership in public education. In other words, they were giving to external models
to change the classroom rather that supporting teachers or the pedagogical work at hand. Though
HLVP giving is focused outside of the public school setting, in some cases the external
investments made are still attempting to influence the greater field of education by redirecting
funds away from public education. A good example is the recent proposals in the Tennessee
legislature to fund private school vouchers with public school funds. Meanwhile, the state of
Tennessee has seen HLVP funded organizations such as SCORE increase public educational
scrutiny, particularly with the institution of a highly-criticized teacher evaluation system. These
instances are indicative of a policy culture trying to alter public education from the outside in by
creating market alternatives to education. It is unknown if LEFs are choosing these HLVP
funding paths because of public skepticism about the effectiveness of public education or if they
themselves have catalyzed that skepticism. What is clearer is that LEFs are providing and
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increasing resources to the educational alternatives and not to public education as we know it.
This behavior could continue to cause a revolving door of policy initiatives and reforms at the
state level as we have seen with national policies in education such as No Child Left Behind,
Race To The Top, and The Common Core State Standards.
Similar to the national studies of the granting behaviors of nationally foundations,
three major players dominated the granting behavior in Tennessee. In 2005, the Gates, Walton,
and Broad Foundations made up nearly 95% of all funding to education nationally. This pattern
is eerily present in this study in which three major LEFs were responsible for the majority of
giving and were increasing their use of HLVP tactics. They consistently accounted for nearly
half of all giving to education in the state of Tennessee and, as noted, they were using HLVP in
areas other than public education to support policy changes and fund alternative programs to
public education. This preference for external influencers could signal a lack of trust from those
who are in the greatest position to subsidize public educational efforts.
For public educational leaders in Tennessee, the move to funding alternative models
could be viewed as a referendum on the job public educators are doing in public education
though such sentiment can be verified. Donors are making investments counter to the public
education and outside the work of the public educational classroom. This has not been the case
historically for LEFs. LEFs once offered much greater financial support for the public
educational classroom but, as is seen from LEF reported giving from 2005 to 2015, that support
has dwindled. This supports the trend fo divestment that Reckhow and Snyder (2014) found at
the national level. It stands to reason that at a time when most public schools require
supplemental funds to operate, the redirection of public funds to external models via vouchers or
other similar programs could prove detrimental by further reducing resources available to
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existing public educational systems. This redirection of funds has already begun through funded
voucher programs in pilot systems in the state. These voucher programs are still being actively
debated in the Tennessee legislature. Since LEFs in the study report having no intentions of
changing the course of how they currently fund education, it would likely take an aggressive and
targeted effort by public educational advocates to encourage LEFs to redirect funding back
toward the public educational classroom. In the meantime, it is likely that distrust of public
education by LEFs will continue given they seem to find fulfillment of their purpose in external
models.
Though four foundations did respond to questionnaire, the lack of return in responses
was surprising and disappointing. The hesitancy of those who chose not respond could be to a
number of factors but a few possibilities emerge from the experience of the principle
investigators. The first is that LEF directors are not as familiar with specific patterns in their
giving and even though they are engaging in HLVP, they may be doing so with little strategic
purpose. Secondly, foundations may be choosing to remain coy with their purpose and strategy
for giving. If there is a general distrust in public education, as was mentioned in the previous
paragraph, then it stands to reason that there may also be a general distrust of academic inquiry
regarding LEF interactions toward education.
We know from the previous research of national foundations by Reckhow and Snyder
(2014) that the most prominent among them are attempting to influence educational policy with
high-leverage investments and have increased their investments to HLVP models over the past
decade or so. Much of this support has been to external models of education, specifically matters
of school choice as noted by Hassell & Way (2005). The top LEFs in Tennessee are similarly
increasing their contributions to HLVP models with the intention of continuing to do so in the
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near future. We know that these LEFs also prefer to invest in educational models outside of
public education and that much like the Gates, Walton, and Broad Foundations nationally,
Tennessee has a “big three” that could be attempting to lead the way. Among the top LEFs, the
sentiment appears to mirror their top national peers with the perception being public education is
not as good an investment in furthering the academic progress and opportunity of children. We
do not know whether they have been or are going to be successful in leveraging these grants to
shift public monetary policy toward education but we do know that Tennessee, having seen three
major educational reforms in 15 years (e.g. No Child Left Behind, Common Core State
Standards, and Race To The Top) is still attempting to find a stable policy platform for the public
educational system. While public educational policy has been inconsistent, some policy makers
have shifted their attention to using public funds for vouchers for funding external models much
like what our most prominent LEFs have been funding. We do not know if these foundations are
the cause or momentum behind these decisions but there could be some common purpose among
them. The combined purposeful efforts of these LEFs could position a small, closed circle of
financiers among the most powerful decision makers with regards to public educational policy.
In an attempt to better understand the efforts of these LEFS, this study attempted to
triangulate the findings of the 990-PF reports with the survey data from the executive directors to
provide a deeper sense of where LEFs would be directing funding in the coming years. Alone,
the 990-PF documents provided much insight. The data concerning how much LEFS are and
have been giving and to what, is clear and compelling factual data. The absence of responses
from most of the executive directors was disappointing as it did not allow for matching those
responses with the data from the 990-PFs and for deriving greater insight into the future intent
except from the few who completed the survey. The responses received were consistent with
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one another and showed no indication of changing course with what they choose to fund, but this
study cannot provide the clarity that might have been derived had all respondents participated.
Recommendations for Future Research
Although this study begins to fill the gap in the literature by offering a glimpse into the
giving behaviors of private foundations at the local level, it is limited to just the state of
Tennessee. As of the completion of this study, there had been no additional studies looking at
the HLVP activities of LEFs despite the urging by Hess (2005). Though Tennessee appears to
mirror some national trends, it is only one state and more could be gleaned from other states.
Researchers should replicate this study in a number of states, preferably all 50, to determine if
the findings of this study are idiosyncratic to the particular state or indicative of what is going on
among states. Also, this study should be expanded to include more cross sectional years to allow
for studying giving trends over a greater longitudinal period. By studying a greater sample of
years we could see the nature of trends and if the trends are historically cyclical. Learning about
the trends over time would be important in ascertaining if changes in foundation giving are
typical of LEFs or if such giving is much more intentional, individualistic, and focused.
As mentioned before, we do not know if the trend toward HLVP by LEFs is
influencing the policy changes in Tennessee education but we do know that they are increasingly
funding models that are external to public educational policy. Researchers should consider an
in-depth qualitative study with foundation executives to see if they are intentionally avoiding
funding public education. In addition, we still do not know if the HLVP granting efforts of LEFs
is effective in influencing the matters they address. Researchers should undertake a study that
looks at the grantees of these HLVP grants and determine if they feel the grants helped them
achieve their reformative missions.
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APPENDIX A
Modified Survey
The questionnaire is a modification of the Survey for AEI Project on K-12 Philanthropy
issued in 2004 to the nation’s top 30 philanthropic LEFs giving to public education. The results
of the survey were published in 2005 publication of Fredrick Hess’s With the Best of Intentions:
How Philanthropy has shaped K-12 Education. Permission for use and modification of the
survey was received from the creator, Brian Hassel on June 8, 2012.
1)

Which of the following types of activity has your LEF supported between 2005 and 2015,

inclusive? Please check all that apply:
__

Original Research

__

Policy Advocacy

__

Alternative Schooling or Nonpublic models

__

Alternative Certifications/Endorsements

__

None of these

2)

About how much funding has your LEF provided for these activities between 2005 and 2015

inclusive?
3)

Approximately what percentage was that amount of your overall U.S. K-12 grantmaking?

__

0%

__

1-20%

__

21-40%

__

41-60%

__

61-80%

__

81-100%

4)

Over the next three years, do you think your LEF's grants for advocacy, research, alternative

schooling, and/or alternative certifications are most likely to:
__

increase

__

stay about the same

__

decrease
57

5)

If you provided less than 25 percent of your overall U.S. K-12 grantmaking to support research,

policy advocacy, alternative schooling, and/or alternative certifications between 2005 and 2015, how
important would you say the following reasons were for your relative lack of support?
[scale of 1 to 5 with 1=Not important at all, 5= Extremely important]
___

Other LEFs are funding this sort of work

___

These activities have little impact on the policymaking process

___

These activities do not advance our strategic goals

___

It is hard to discern any specific impact from these sorts of activities

__

Other reasons (please specify and rate)

6)

If you provided more than 40 percent of your overall U.S. K-12 grantmaking to support research,

policy advocacy, alternative schooling, and/or alternative certifications between 2005 and 2015, please
briefly describe why your LEF views these investments as important and how they relate to your strategic
plan.
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APPENDIX B
Survey for AEI Project on K-12 Philanthropy
Research / Policy and School Choice
August 2004
Introduction

Thank you for taking the time to complete the survey below. Your responses are confidential,
and therefore your answers will not be linked in any way with your name or your LEF. In any
products or presentations created from these data we will aggregate responses in such a way that
respondents will not be identifiable.
After you complete the survey please return it to: (instructions TK)

Part I: Research and Policy Development/Advocacy
1)
Which of the following types of activity has your LEF supported between 2000 and 2003,
inclusive? Please check all that apply:
__

Original Research

__

Policy Development

__

Policy Advocacy

__

None of these

2)
About how much funding has your LEF provided for these activities between 2000 and
2003 inclusive?

3)

Approximately what percentage was that amount of your overall U.S. K-12 grantmaking?

__

0%

__

1-20%

__

21-40%
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__

41-60%

__

61-80%

__

81-100%

4)
Over the next three years, do you think your LEF's grants for research, policy
development, or policy advocacy activities are most likely to:
__

increase

__

stay about the same

__

decrease

5)
If you provided less than 25 percent of your overall U.S. K-12 grantmaking to support
research, policy development, or policy advocacy between 2000 and 2003, how important would
you say the following reasons were for your relative lack of support?
[scale of 1 to 5 with 1=Not important at all, 5= Extremely important]
___

Other LEFs are funding this sort of work

___

These activities have little impact on the policymaking process

___

These activities do not advance our strategic goals

___

It is hard to discern any specific impact from these sorts of activities

__

Other reasons (please specify and rate)

6)
If you provided more than 40 percent of your overall U.S. K-12 grantmaking to support
research, policy development, or policy advocacy between 2000 and 2003, please briefly
describe why your LEF views these investments as important and how they relate to your
strategic plan.

Part II: School Choice
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1)
Which of the following types of activity has your LEF supported between 2000 and 2003,
inclusive? Please check all that apply:
__

Charter schools

__

Scholarships for students to attend schools of their choice

__

Private schools directly

__

Magnet schools or other within-district choice options

__

Creation or expansion of organizations seeking to operate multiple choice schools

__

Facilities or facilities financing support for choice schools

__

Technical assistance and other services for choice schools

__

Leadership recruitment and development for new schools

__

Charter school authorizing

__

Information for parents about their school options

__

Policy advocacy in support of expanded school choice

__

Legal defense for school choice programs

__

Research about school choice

If you have supported other kinds of activities related to school choice, please list them here:

2)
Considering all of the activities you indicated above, about how much funding has your
LEF provided for these activities between 2000 and 2003 inclusive?

3)

Approximately what percentage was that amount of your overall U.S. K-12 grantmaking?

__

0%

__

1-20%

__

21-40%

__

41-60%

__

61-80%
61

__

81-100%

4)
Over the next three years, do you think your LEF's grants to school choice related
activities are most likely to:
__

increase

__

stay about the same

__

decrease

5)
If you provided no support to school choice related activities between 2000 and 2003,
how important would you say the following reasons were for your lack of support?
[scale of 1 to 5 with 1=Not important at all, 5= Extremely important]
___

School choice siphons off resources needed to improve regular district schools.

___

School choice is likely to increase racial and/or economic segregation.

___

School choice will mostly benefit well-educated, affluent parents and children.

___
School choice undermines the ideal of the "common school" in which all children receive
a comparable public education.
__

Other reasons (please specify and rate)

6)

If you provided at least some support to choice related activities between 2000 and 2003:

[scale of 1 to 5 with 1=Not important at all, 5= Extremely important]
___

School choice injects competition into public education, which will drive overall
improvement.

___

Children have a wide array of needs; one size does not fit all.

___

School choice provides an escape route for students trapped in failing schools.

___
Affluent parents already have choices; extending this right to less affluent parents is a
civil rights issue.
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___
Existing schools are too difficult to change; we need new schools to bring improvement
to the system.
___

Other reasons (please specify and rate)
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APPENDIX C
Email Approval for Survey Modification Use
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APPENDIX D
Survey Notification Letter
Joshua Adam Lowe
PhD Candidate, The University of Tennessee at Knoxville
170 Fernwood Dr. NE
Cleveland, TN 37323

(LEF Executive)
(LEF Name)
(Foundatoin Address)

Dear (LEF Executive):
My name is Joshua Adam Lowe and I am a PhD candidate at The University of Tennessee at
Knoxville in the education policy, planning, and administration department. I humbly request
your participation in a study being conducted for my doctoral dissertation.
The study is entitled Philanthropic Influence on Public Education: A Multiple Case Study of
High-leverage Venture Philanthropy through Educational Investments of Local Education LEFs
in Tennessee. In short, the study is reviewing the degree of presence of high-leverage
philanthropic investments by LEFs like yours and what specific areas of education, if any, are
receiving those investments. A review of your previously filed IRS 990-PFs has helped me
identify your LEF as a key participant for this study.
All study participants will be asked to complete a six-question survey administered electronically
through Qualtrics, an online response system. The survey asks about giving trends for your LEF
and, once completed, your responses will be analyzed alongside 14 other selected LEFs who
have been asked to participate in the study. The data will be used to develop general findings
about the high-leverage giving trends of LEFs in Tennessee and will compare those results to
what is known of national giving trends. Once completed, the study will be used and defended at
The University of Tennessee as part of the requirements for my PhD dissertation.
To protect the identity of all participants and the institutions, each LEF will be given a
pseudonym for use in the dissertational writing and analysis. All IRS 990-PF and survey data
will be kept confidential and stored in a locked cabinet at 170 Fernwood Dr. NE, Cleveland, TN
37323 for the minimum of 3 years before their incineration. All digital communications and
survey data will be password protected and deleted once my dissertation is successfully
defended. The stored hard copy data and analysis may be used in future publications but only
related to the specific purpose as outlined in the original study. Again, in this case, all identities
will remain protected via the use of pseudonyms.
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Acknowledgement of this letter serves as voluntary consent and agreement to your participation
in this study. You are under no obligation to participate and can withdraw from the study at any
point in the study process without cause or penalty. If you should have any concerns or
questions, please feel free to contact me at jlowe21@vols.utk.edu or by calling me on my cell
phone at (423) 255-1710.
I am grateful for your time and consideration. As a former LEF director, I deeply respect your
attention to this study and assure you that it serves purpose to enlighten both educators and LEF
executives as to this aspect of the philanthropic environment. Thank you for participating in the
academic understanding of your field!
Sincerely,

J. Adam Lowe

By signing below, I acknowledge that I have read this letter and understand what I am asked to
do in order to participate in this study. I consent and agree to participate as described and agree
to do so in the timeline needed by the principle investigator. I understand the purpose of the
study, how my identity will be protected, how the data will be used, and that my participation is
voluntary.

_______________________________________
LEF Director Signature
___________________________________________________________________
LEF Director Printed Name and Title
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